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Digital marketing company specializing in retail 
businesses with specific expertise in social media, 
software development, search and website/mobile 
development.
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Let’s start by talking about the 
#1 digital activity people do…
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6 of the top 10 most used apps globally 
are messaging apps

billion 
users3.4 billion 

users4.1
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trillion 
searches 
on

1.6 trillion 
messages72
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4 out of 10 mobile users 
use Facebook Messenger

billion
messages/month10

FB Messenger alone has

Of WeChat users open 
the app more than60% 10x

everyday
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Mobile Communication Preferences (US, 2018)
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of consumers say that 
messaging is the most 
convenient way to stay in touch 
with businesses

68%
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The concept of “search” has changed
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The concept of “search” has changed
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of US households owned a 
smart speaker in 2017

Voice search is here
of all searches are 
performed via voice

Expected 
to grow to 50%

by 2020

by 2020

of searches won’t even 
involve a screen

of adults

55%
of teens

40%

already use voice search

and

13%

Expected 
to grow 55%

by 2022

20%

30%
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year olds represent the 
highest percentage of smart 

home device owners

of baby 
boomers

Voice search is here

10%of millennials use voice assistants 
at least once a month compared to

of people who own a voice-activated 
speaker say it feels like talking to a 
friend or another person

25-35

36%

41%
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Voice activities

report using a 
voice assistant 

for music

70%

weather 
forecast

64%

alarms/ 
reminders

46%

asking fun 
questions

53%

PRIMARY ACTIVITIES

asking for 
directions

34%

calendar/ 
schedule

32%

checking 
traffic

27%

sports 
scores

30%

basic 
research

35%
checking 
the news

46%

online search

47%

shopping & 
ordering 

items

30%

smart home 
commands

31%
making 

calls

36%

send and 
receive 
msgs

24%

playing 
games

20%

hotel/flight 
research

16%
food 

delivery

17%

manage 
finances

13%

BITE-SIZED 
INFORMATION

EMERGING USE CASES
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Remember when we talked 
about chatbots?
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of millennials want visual search 
over any other new technology

of consumers have conducted 
a visual search on

of all searches on Google 
return image results

about 1/2 of those are on Pinterest

36%

62%

19%

> 1 BILLION visual searches per month
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ONE BILLION PRODUCTS
Google Lens can identify more than

of retailers are actively optimizing 
their web inventory for image search10%

LESS THAN
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What you can do 
to be ready
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To the fact that how you communicate 
with your customers today is not how 
you will do so in the future

BE OPEN

1.
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CONVERSATIONS,
NOT TRANSACTIONS
#STORE2019            @reshiftmedia

2.
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3
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CLAIM YOUR 
DIGITAL REAL 

ESTATE

3.
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4.

For search engines to learn about your products

MAKE IT EASY
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Gartner predicts that by 2021, 

brands that redesign their websites 

to support visual and voice search

will increase digital commerce 

revenue by

30%
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Thank You
Steve Buors

CEO and Co-Founder

416 317 0162

steve@reshiftmedia.com


